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1. Preliminaries. If (X, A) is a or-finite measure space, then every non-singular 
measurable transformation T from X into itself induces the composition transforma-
tion CT f rom LP(X) into the linear space of all complex valued functions on X defined 
by CTf=foT for every f£Lp(l). If CT turns out to be a continuous linear trans-
formation from L"(X) into itself, then we designate it as a composition operator 
on LP(X). 
If w={w„} is a sequence of strictly positive real numbers, then we define the 
measure X on the measurable space (N, £?(N)) as 
X(E) = Z for every 
n(.E 
the power set of the set N of positive integers. Thus (N, ¿P(N), A) becomes a a-finite 
measure space. The Lp-space of this measure space is known as a weighted sequence 
space and w is called the sequence of weights. We denote this weighted sequence 
Space by l p . It is a well established fact that lp (more generally LP(A)) is a Banach 
space. If p—1, then lp is a Hilbert space under pointwise addition and scalar multi-
plication with the inner product defined as 
< / , £ > = Jfgd>-= ¿ w „ / ( n ) g ( / 0 
N n = l 
for every / and g in l*. It is also interesting to note that the space ¡1 is a functional 
Hi|bert space. By B(l^) we denote the Banach algebra of all bounded operators 
on l l . 
The main purpose of this note is to characterise compact, finite rank and Hil-
bert—Schmidt composition operators on I*. 
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2. Compact composition operators. If (X, SP, A) is a non-atomic measure space, 
then it has been shown in [6] that no composition operator on L2(A) is compact., 
If the sequence tv of weights is a constant sequence, then it can be easily established 
that /* does not admit any compact composition operator. Thus in particular no 
composition operator on I'1 is compact, though it is an L2-space of an atomic measure 
space. But if the sequence if is a non-constant suitably chosen sequence, then there 
are compact composition operators on I2 . This fact makes this study a little inter-
esting. Before the characterisation of compact composition operators on I 2 we shall 
need the following easy lemma. 
L e m m a 2.1. Every weakly convergent sequence in I2 is pointwise convergent. 
P r o o f . Let {/„} be a sequence in ¡1 converging to zero weakly. Then, since 
{wj fn(j)} = {(/„, <?j)} converges to zero, where eJ(i)—dij (the Kronecker delta), 
it follows that {/„} is pointwise convergent. 
R e m a r k . The above lemma is true in any functional Hilbert space. 
Let T\ N-*-N be a mapping and let e > 0 . Then the set Me is defined as 
Mc = {«: n£N and A r " 1 ^ } ) > fiA({n})}. 
The following theorem characterises compact composition operators on I 2 in terms 
of the cardinality of MF . 
T h e o r e m 2.2. Let CT£B(l2). Then CT is compact if and only if Me, for every 
£>0, contains finitely many elements. 
P r o o f . Let e > 0 be given and let {/„} be a sequence in I2 converging weakly 
to zero. Suppose Mc contains k elements. Then, since A!T_1({«})^eA({/j}) for 
every n£N\Me and AT"-1 ({«}) = M'/.({«}) for every n£N and for some finite 
A f > 0 [7], 
[ | C r / J 2 = J\f„\2dXT-i= J\fn\2dXT-1+ f I fH \*dXT-i = 
N Me ,v/Mc 
^M-k\fn(mrWH{ms})+e\\f„\\2, 
where | / , (m r) | = max {|/„(w()|: m,eM t} and A({ms}) = max {A({mt}): mf€Me}. Since 
by the above lemma {/„} converges to zero pointwise, we can find m £ N such that 
for every 
\\CTfn\\2 ^ SyMkMM+eWfJ2. 
Since every weakly convergent sequence is norm bounded [1, p. 145] and ex and e 
are arbitrary, we conclude that the sequence {||C r/„| |} converges to zero. Hence 
CT is compact. 
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Conversely, suppose Mc contains infinitely many elements for some e>0 . Let 
M' be the closure of span {en: n£Me}. Then for 
\\CTf\\*= f\f\2dlT-L> f\f\*dl = e\\f\\*. 
N Mc 
Thus' CT is bounded away from zero on M\. This shows that the range of CT\M', 
the restriction of CT to the subspace M\, is a closed infinite dimensional subspace 
contained in the range of CT. Hence by problem 141 of [3] CT is not compact. 
C o r o l l a r y 1, Let CT£B(l*). Then CT is compact if and only / / A ^ - 1 ({n}))/A({n}) 
tends to zero as n tends to 
C o r o l l a r y 2. No composition operator on /2 is compact. 
P r o o f . If CTd B(P), then the range of T contains infinitely many elements 
[8]. Hence Me=T(N) whenever £<1. Thus CT is not compact. 
Let a be a strictly positive real number and let w= {w„} be the sequence defined 
as w„=a" for n£N. Then the corresponding / 2 is denoted by /2. In the light of 
the following two theorems it is comparatively easier to locate compact composi-
tion operators on /2. 
T h e o r e m 2.3. Let CT£B(l%), where 0 < a < 1. Then CT is compact if and only if 
the sequence {n — T(n)} tends to as n tends to <=<=>. 
P r o o f . Suppose the sequence {n — T(n)} tends to » as n tends to <». Let m 
be in the range of T and let r - 1 ( { m } ) = {mx, m2, m3, ...} be the arrangement of 
T_1({w}) in the ascending order. Then 
/ l i r - ^ m } ) ) x , ~ ami~m ami-r<m 0 V , „ V = 2 am<-m < 2 = - . = —: r . 
>*({™}) i ¡=o 1 -a 1 -a 
Since 1, we can conclude from the hypothesis that lim = 0 . 
Hence by the Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.2 CT is compact. 
Conversely, suppose the sequence {n — T(n)} does not tend to °° as n tends 
to oo. By Theorem 1 of [7] the sequence is bounded from below. Hence the sequence 
{/i — T(ti)} has bounded subsequences. Let {nt —r(n t)} be a bounded subsequence 
with a bound M. Then 
Hence again by the Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.2 CT is not compact. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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Example . Let T: N-~N be defined as T(m)=n/3 if where 
n is a multiple of 3. Then CT is a composition operator on /2, 0 < a < 1. Since 
Ar_1({n})/A({n}) ( = a 2 n ( l + a _ 1 - l - a _ 2 ) ) tends to zero as n tends to we can con-
clude that CT is compact. 
T h e o r e m 2.4. Let where 1. Then CT is compact if and only if 
{T(n)—n} tends to °° as n tends to 
P r o o f . The proof is dual to the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Example . Let T: N-+N be the mapping defined by T(m)—n2 if n — 2 s 
=Sm=sw, where n is a multiple of 3. Then, since A - 1 ({«})/A({«»=0 for n£N\T(N) 
and ( a - 2 + a _ 1 + f o r n£T(N), CT is a compact composition operator. 
We now give several sufficient conditions for non-compactness of composition 
operators on /2. 
T h e o r e m 2.5. Let T: N-+N be an injection and CT£B(l2), where 1. 
Then CT is not compact. 
P r o o f . Suppose CT is compact. We infer from Theorem 2.3 that {n — r(n)}— °°. 
Therefore there exists a number n0£N such that for every n>n0, we have T(n)<n. 
Let « i=max { r ( i ) | l s / ^ n 0 } , « 1 =max {n'y, n0}, Nt = {1, 2, ..., n j and N2=Af, U 
U{/ii+l}. Since T{n)<n for n>/;0 and T is injective, T(N1) = Nl=T(Ni) which 
contradicts the injectivity of T. 
The following is an example of a function T which is not an injection, but it 
induces a compact composition operator. 
Example . Let En={2"-1(2k-\)\k^N}. Then | J En = N. Let T: N-+N be 
n 
defined as T(m)—n for every m£E„. Then CT is a composition operator on /a2, 
0 < a < l . Since 
A r - H W ) M ( W ) = - « H , 
CT is compact. 
T h e o r e m 2.6. Let T: N-*N be a surjection and Cr£B(lH), where 1. 
Then CT is not a compact composition operator. 
P r o o f . Suppose CT is compact. We infer from Theorem 2.4 that {r(«)—«} 
tends to <=°. Therefore there exists a number n 0 dN such that for every w>w0 we 
have r ( n ) > « . Let wi=max{r(7)|l =i=«0}> «1 = max{«i+1, w0+1} and My — 
= { 1 , 2 , . . . , « ! } . T h e n T ( N \ N y ) c N \ N y a n d so T ( N ) r \ N 1 = T ( N i ) n N y . S ince 
T(n1)>n1 , we get Card ( r ( A 0 0 7 ^ ) = C a r d (3p(A'1)nA'i)<Card Ny. This means T 
is not surjective. This proves the Theorem. 
The following is an example of a compact composition operator induced by a 
non-suijective mapping. 
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E x a m p l e . Let T: N-*N be defined as T(n)=2n. Then CT is a composition 
operator on /2, a > 1. Since 
{0, if n is odd 
1 / n/2 T /a ' , if n is even, 
CT is compact. 
The following Theorem characterises finite rank composition operators on I2 , 
where 
T h e o r e m 2.7. Let CT£B(l%), where XWi«=°. Then CT is a finite rank 
operator if and only if the range of T contains finitely many elements. 
P r o o f . Since the range of CT is dense in ll(N, T~i(0>(N)), ?.), /.(E) = 2 % 
N£E 
[10, Lemma 2.4], the proof follows trivially. 
3. Hilbert—Schmidt composition operators 
D e f i n i t i o n . A bounded linear operator A on an infinite dimensional separable 
Hilbert space H is said to be a Hilbert—Schmidt operator if there exists an ortho-
normal basis {e„: ndN] i n s u c h that I \\AeJ|2«=°. It is well known that the 
definition is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis. 
Let T: N-»N be a mapping and let j = {j'(m)} be the sequence defined by 
j(w)=| |A' r ( n i ) | | for every m£N, where Km is the kernel function for /2 defined by 
Km = ejwm. Then we prove the following Theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. Let CT€5(/ 2) . Then CT is a Hilbert—Schmidt operator if and 
only if yd I*. 
P r o o f . Since the family {/„} defined by /„ = <?„/iw„ forms an orthonormal 
basis for /2 , CT is a Hilbert—Schmidt operator if and only if 
2\\cTM\2 = 2 2»„, 
en{T(m)\ y I _ 
2 2 wm-~!r=2 2 Wn-,Vm"i - H'„ . mer-Villi 1 w. n míT-H{n}) 
= 2 2 w»- wn 
e r ( m ) ( n ) 
VT(m) 
- 2 Wm 2 Wn 
"T(m. 
W T (m) 
This finishes the proof of the Theorem. 
E x a m p l e . Let the sequence {w„} of weights be the sequence {«} and let 
T: N-~N be defined as T(n)=n3. Then CT is a composition operator on / 2 . Since 
M 2 = 2 w > r ( . ) = 2 «/«' = 2 I/"2 «= 
CT is Hilbert—Schmidt. 
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T h e fol lowing exampale shows tha t the set of Hi lber t—Schmidt c o m p o s i t i o n 
opera tors is proper ly con ta ined in the set of all compac t compos i t ion o p e r a t o r s 
on /*. 
E x a m p l e . Let {w„}={n} a n d let CT be the composi t ion opera to r o n / 2 i nduced 
by the mapp ing T(ri)=n2. Then CT is compac t b u t is no t Hi lber t—Schmidt . 
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